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Abstract—In modern days, breakthroughs in information and
communications technologies lead to more and more devices of
every imaginable type being connected to the Internet. This
also strengthens the need for protection against cyber-attacks,
as virtually any devices with a wireless connection could be
vulnerable to malicious hacking attempts. Meanwhile, honeypot-
based deception mechanism has been considered as one of the
methods to ensure security for modern networks in the Internet of
Things (IoT). In this paper, we address the problem of defending
against attacks in honeypot-enabled networks by looking at a
game-theoretic model of deception involving an attacker and
a defender. The attacker may try to deceive the defender by
employing different types of attacks ranging from a suspicious
to a seemingly normal activity, while the defender in turn can
make use of honeypots as a tool of deception to trap attackers.
The problem is modeled as a Bayesian game of incomplete
information, where equilibria are identified for both the one-
shot game and the repeated game versions. Our results show
that there is a threshold for the frequency of active attackers,
above which both players will take deceptive actions and below
which the defender can mix up his/her strategy while keeping
the attacker’s success rate low.

Index Terms—Network security, attacks and defenses, decep-
tion, honeypots, game theory, Internet of Things.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE IOT, defined by the Oxford dictionary as “the
interconnection via the Internet of computing devices

embedded in everyday objects”, is envisioned to provide
ubiquitous connectivity to an abundantly wide range of devices
and systems. The IoT will serve as a conceptual background
for future “smart” systems and applications such as the smart
grid, building and home automation systems, healthcare and
medical systems, environmental monitoring systems, and crit-
ical industrial control systems such as supervisory control and
data acquisition (SCADA) systems. Apart from the enormous
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values that IoT brings, there are also growing concerns about
security risks that come with it, in particular the threats of
cyber attacks. In a recent article [1], it was stressed that while
essentially any devices with a wireless connection can be com-
promised by malicious users, the degree of security measures
for those devices is very limited. It was also reported in [2]
that approximately US$6 billion was lost due to cyber attacks
on the electricity grid. Hence, fortifying defense mechanisms
to protect these systems must be a top priority.

In securing IoT networks, experts are looking at honeypots
as a mechanism of deception to add an extra layer of defense
[3]. Honeypots [4] are thought of as traps to lure attackers
in; they are physical or virtual computer systems that imitate
actual devices and provide heavy monitoring and activity
logging, which helps wasting attackers’ time and resources
and allows defender to study the attacks and devise counter-
measures. Recently, a team of developers from one non-profit
security research organization, the Honeynet Project [5], built
a honeypot module that can mimic a smart meter. Scott [6]
also documented the design and implementation of a honeypot
to protect a SCADA network. In another recent article [7], it
was reported that a research honeypot designed to gather data
about attacks on industrial control systems had experienced
4000 attacks in only 3 days. Furthermore, there is also ongoing
research on developing a honeypot system for sensor networks
[8]. Honeypots are examples of deception, a classic strategy in
warfare where one party intentionally misleads the other into
taking actions in one’s favor [9]. By deploying honeypots, the
defender hopes to lure attackers into these targets and thus
allowing him/her to detect and intercept these attacks.

On the other hand, the defender is not the only party trying
to outsmart his/her opponent. Smart attackers are also con-
stantly trying to avoid being detected with stealthy deceptive
attacks [10]. Hidden attacks may appear normal and are hard to
recognize. The defender, equipped with an intrusion detection
framework using honeypots [11], needs to carefully sieve out
suspicious traffic from normal traffic , which might incur high
costs if honeypots are used excessively. At the same time,
doing so without knowledge of whether the incoming users
are malicious or not adds to the defender’s difficulties. This
raises the questions of 1) how to investigate the behaviors of
the attacker and defender in such contexts; 2) how to identify
the best-response strategies that each party will follow; and 3)
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whether there can be a defensive mechanism that is effective
against attackers who are getting smarter and smarter.

Therefore, in this work, we exploit game theory [12] in
order to study the attack and defense problem in honeypot-
enabled networks. We formulate a Bayesian game model to
reflect the defenders imperfect knowledge on the types of
incoming users (e.g., malicious or not). We then provide one-
shot game model to address the basic questions such as how
the defender should react to different observations it gets from
the attacker and whether deceptive strategies are optimal to
both attacker and defender. In the long term, since attacker
and defender may change their strategies based on their
assessments of the play history, we also propose a repeated
game version that enables players to update their beliefs
under Bayes rule. For those games, we provide systematic
mathematical analysis of the games equilibria and present
simulation examples to further evaluate the model.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we review the literature for related work, particularly on
the use of game theory for security and honeypot-enabled
networks. Section III takes a look at the system model and
the attack-and-defense scenario in question. In Section IV,
we present the one-shot game formulation while the repeated
game extension is discussed in Section V. Section VI extends
our studies to take into account the probabilities of observation
errors. For both cases, we provide mathematical analysis of the
possible equilibria of the game. Simulation results are given
in Section VII. Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Game theory has long been applied to study network
security, with [13], [14] providing extensive surveys of the
literature. Regarding the use of Bayesian game models, Alp-
can et al. [15] described a security game between attacker
and intrusion detection system in access control applications.
Patcha et al. [16] proposed a signaling game for detecting
malicious nodes in mobile ad hoc networks, while Shen et al.
[17] studied a Bayesian game for wireless sensor networks.
Analysis of potential threats and countermeasures in vehicular
ad hoc networks was also studied in Du et al. [18], where a
complete information game model was investigated.

Design and deployment of honeypots have also been exten-
sively documented [4] and carry a rich literature. However, the
volume of work on strategic use of honeypots as a deception
technique, especially from a game theoretic viewpoint, is
still relatively low. Garg et al. [19] studied the problem of
allocating N real systems and honeypots within a block of
IP addresses, which resulted in uniformly random strategies
for both defender and attacker. Pı̀bil et al. [20] proposed
a honeypot selection game to examine the scenario where
an attacker chooses which systems to attack, each of which
has different values of importance. Carroll et al. [21] used a
signaling game to investigate the interaction between defender
and attacker. Although using a similar type of game to ours,
[21] only looked at a static one-shot game but did not take
into account the deceptive aspects of the attackers and also
not allow defender to react to strategies of attackers. Lin et al.
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Fig. 1. Attacker and defender in the network.

[22] modeled a repeated attack-defense scenario via a multi-
step game; but unlike our model, the authors assumed the game
ends if a target node is reached. Furthermore, Hayatle et al.
[23] developed a Bayesian game model from the perspective
of a botmaster who sends attack commands to detect infiltrated
honeypots in the botnet.

Most of the aforementioned work focused on the deceptive
strategies of defenders, specifically how to minimize the
probability of having a real system under attack. Meanwhile,
attackers often were modeled to have fixed, straightforward
actions such as generic attacks, probes, and withdraw. At-
tacker’s natures and their deceptive actions are ignored. In
our work, we will look at deceptive strategies from both sides
simultaneously and study the game outcomes in both short and
long terms.

III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A. Honeypot-enabled Networks

Modern cyberspace in the IoT paradigm very often consists
of networks, in which a number of smart but potentially
vulnerable objects are deployed and Internet-connected. For
example, smart household devices, electric meters, medical
wearable devices or remote sensors are among the chief
candidates. They are also running some critical operations such
as data collection and real-time monitoring, which makes them
attractive targets to malicious attackers.

To provide protection against potential attacks, multi-layer
security measures are proposed for systems with IoT-based
applications [24]; in which honeypot-enabled intrusion detec-
tion component adds extra depth to the defense. One such
framework is documented in [11], where an intrusion detection
system (IDS) analyzes the incoming traffic flow according to
some predefined scripts. Suspicious traffic will be rerouted to
the honeypots to be logged and further analyzed. The rest of
the traffics are directed to the regular systems among which
are the attacker’s targets. Here, our task will be to model and
analyze the attack and defense actions taking place between
the IDS and an attacker, the analysis results of which could
be helpful in implementing strategic measures for the IDS.

B. The Attack-and-Defense Scenario

Fig. 1 depicts the attack-and-defense scenario. There are
attackers who intend to compromise these vulnerable targets
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for their own gain. A smart attacker may know that a simple
or direct attack is unlikely to be effective. Hence, he/she may
try to deceive the system by mixing up his/her actions. That
is, some of the times he/she can act stealthily by pretending
to be a harmless user who carries out normal activities and
waits for the next opportunity. In this case, we call him/her a
“passive” attacker. At some other times, another attacker may
launch an attack, in which case we call him/her an “active”
attacker. We focus on the scenario where the defender faces
an unknown attacker with unknown intentions1.

Assuming that the attacker is also aware of the defender’s
deceptive defense strategies, in order to maximize the chance
of compromising the targets, this attacker further disguises
his/her actions. When the attacker is active, he/she can launch
either a “suspicious” attack, which is one of the common at-
tack patterns, likely to be recognized by the intrusion detection
system; or a (seemingly) “normal” activity, which is in fact a
well-disguised attack. On the contrary, when the attacker is
passive, he/she can launch a “normal” activity as a regular
user, which is completely harmless; or a “suspicious” activity
which is to probe the system. Probing is an attempt to learn the
nature of the system as studied in related models of deception,
e.g., [21], [20]. In short, regardless of types (i.e., active or
passive), the attacker’s actions can be detected as either normal
or suspicious. The defender wants to allow only the right users
to access regular systems and trap those with malicious intents.

We have described a dynamic encounter between the at-
tacker and defender. We remark that by assuming that the
attacker is smart and can disguise his/her actions, which
is reflected by types and associated actions, we are able
to capture the deceptive natures of attackers which are not
yet explored in previous models. In order to model their
interactions, we formulate an attack and defense game in the
next section.

IV. ONE-SHOT ATTACK AND DEFENSE GAME

A. Game Model

We formulate an attack and defense game between an
attacker (P1) and a defender (P2), which is represented in
Fig. 2. In this scenario, the attacker makes his/her move first
while the defender observes the action and reacts accordingly.
Hence, the game is a dynamic sequential game with extensive-
form representation. The game is one-shot as no further actions
will be taken after players have made their moves. Sect. V will
deal with the repeated game version.

The different modes of an attacker are differentiated by
his/her types, i.e., A (active) or P (passive). Attacker’s type
is private information and not known to the defender, hence
the game is of incomplete information. The actual type of an
attacker at the start of the game is modeled by the outcome
of a random event, i.e., a chance move to randomize over the
attacker’s types, following a known a priori distribution with
p = P(A) and 1− p = P(P), p ∈ [0, 1].

As mentioned in the previous section, regardless of types,
the attacker’s actions are either N (normal) or S (suspicious).

1We assume defender handles other attacks independently.
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Fig. 2. Extensive form of the proposed game.

Equivalently, the attacker is said to send two signals (N and
S) to the defender. Upon observing a signal, the defender must
decide how to react and he/she also has two distinguishable
actions: R (regular) for allowing the traffic to the regular sys-
tems, and H (honeypot) for rerouting the traffic to honeypots.

In Fig. 2, some defender’s decision nodes are connected
by dotted lines which indicates that the defender cannot
distinguish among these nodes due to unknown attacker type.
Nodes among which defender cannot distinguish constitute an
information set. Hence, by definition, the attacker has two
information sets, A and P, each including one single node
corresponding to his/her type. The defender has two informa-
tion sets, N = {(N |A), (N |P)} and S = {(S|A), (S|P)}.
Each set is associated with one observed signal and has two
separate nodes2.

After both have acted, players get different payoffs depend-
ing on the sequence of actions. Multiple aspects are taken into
consideration when estimating the payoffs for both players.
In Table I, we list and explain several rewards and costs
associated with certain actions and outcomes. Note that all
parameters listed are positive-valued. For the attacker, rewards
mainly come from successfully penetrating the targets (bs) or
from probing at the right targets (bp), where we assume that
bs � bp. Meanwhile, attacker suffers penalties when his/her
active attack is caught (−cc), or when his/her probing attempt
gets trapped by a honeypot (−cp). We also have cc � cp.

The defender obtains reward ba when admitting a nor-
mal user (e.g., the regular systems produce revenues from
customers); and bc when trapping an actual attack which
means he/she can gain important information from studying
the attack. However, defender suffers a penalty −ca if the
targets are compromised. When he/she deploys honeypots on a
normal user (in this case, a passive normal attacker), a penalty
−ch accounts for honeypot operation cost. Here, ca � ch.

An extra gain/loss e applies in certain scenarios, e.g., when
the disguised attack by an active attacker is detected in which
the defender gains more valuable information about the attack.
Meanwhile, if that attack is successful, the system will suffer
more damage and the attacker gains more. Furthermore, we
assume payoff of 0 when a probing attempt is trapped since
the defender probably knows the signature of this activity;
and opportunity cost −bs for the attacker when he/she acts

2We slightly abuse the previous notations of types A,P and signals N,S
here in labeling information sets.
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TABLE I
PAYOFF SUMMARY.

bs Attacker’s reward for a successful attack
bp Attacker’s gain from probing at a regular target
cc Attacker’s penalty when the attack gets trapped by a honeypot
cp Attacker’s cost when the probe is trapped by a honeypot
ba Defender’s revenue for admitting a normal user
bc Defender’s reward for catching an attack
ca Defender’s penalty due to a successful attack
ch Defender’s cost for deploying honeypots unnecessarily
ct Defender’s loss when the target is probed
e Extra gain/loss

TABLE II
LIST OF PURE STRATEGIES.

Attacker Profile (N,S) (S,N) (N,N) (S, S)
Label σ1 σ2 σ3 σ4

Defender Profile (H,H) (H,R) (R,H) (R,R)
Label τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4

passive normal and gets through, as he/she could have gain
bs if acting otherwise. All the outcomes and corresponding
payoffs are represented in Fig. 2.

B. Equilibria Analysis

Previously, we have formulated a dynamic Bayesian game
with incomplete information between the attacker and de-
fender. In the game theory literature, this game is also clas-
sified as a signaling game [25]. We proceed to analyze the
equilibria of this game, where the standard solution concept
employed for such games is the perfect Bayesian equilibrium
(PBE). A PBE, in the context of our proposed game, can be
roughly defined as follows [12].

Definition 1. Let σ and τ be the strategies of the attacker
and defender, respectively. The profile (σ, τ), together with a
system of beliefs (µ, λ), are a PBE if they satisfy the following
two conditions:
• Consistency of beliefs: The beliefs must be calculated

following Bayes’ rule, whenever possible.
• Sequential rationality: Each player’s strategy is optimal,

given his/her beliefs and the opponent’s strategy.

We will now examine this definition in more details. First,
a strategy in a Bayesian game describes a player’s complete
course of action, i.e., one action for each information set. For
the attacker, at both A or P, he/she can take action N or S.
If we denote σ = (X,Y ) the attacker’s strategy that type-A
attacker plays X while type-P attacker plays Y , then there
are 22 = 4 pure-strategy choices for σ. For the defender, we
let τ = (X,Y ) denote the strategy that defender plays X
and Y at information sets N and S, respectively. The list
of pure strategies for both players are given in Table II. A
mixed strategy where a player plays according to a probability
distribution over two or more pure strategies is also possible
here. Altogether, (σ, τ) describes a strategy profile.

Next, a player’s belief is defined as a probability distribution
over the nodes within his/her information set, conditioned on
the fact that this information set has been reached. In other
words, it represents how likely this player believes that a
certain signal comes from a certain type of the opponent. A

system of beliefs is assembled from all individual information
sets. For the current game, we only need to non-trivially define
beliefs for the attacker at his/her two information sets. Thus,
the system of beliefs in this game consists of (µ, λ), as shown
in Fig. 2, where{

µ = P(A|N), 1− µ = P(P|N),

λ = P(A|S), 1− λ = P(P|S).
(1)

The first condition for a PBE, consistency of beliefs, re-
quires that Bayes’ rule is used to determine beliefs, i.e.,

µ =
P(A)P(N |A)

P(A)P(N |A) + P(P)P(N |P)
, (2)

λ =
P(A)P(S|A)

P(A)P(S|A) + P(P)P(S|P)
. (3)

This should hold at all information sets even if in a PBE, cer-
tain information sets are never reached given the strategies in
play (i.e., off-equilibrium paths, as opposed to on-equilibrium
paths). Meanwhile, the second condition, sequential rational-
ity, ensures that players select their best responses at all times
given beliefs in the incomplete information settings.

Having defined the necessary solution concepts, we will
next identify the possible PBEs of the game.

1) Pure-strategy PBE:

Theorem 1. The proposed one-shot game has one pure-
strategy PBE (σ3, τ1) with µ = p and arbitrary λ ∈ [0, 1],
if p ≥ pth , ba+ch

ba+ch+bc+ca+2e .

Proof: The existence of pure-strategy PBE can be verified
by exhaustively examining all strategy profile combinations for
mutual best-response play by each player. Here, for (σ3, τ1),
our examination is done systematically via the following steps.

a. Belief updates via Bayes’ rule:
First, assume the first player has played σ3. From (2), it

is prior knowledge that P(A) = p, P(P) = 1 − p. Also,
if the attacker always plays σ3, the defender will know that
P(N |A) = 1 and P(N |P) = 1 because N is observed at all
time. Thus, µ = p/(p+ 1− p) = p.

On the other hand, however, applying Bayes’ rule on λ
yields 0/0, an indeterminate result. It is implied that this off-
equilibrium information set S should not be reached if the
equilibrium is actually played so the defender is not able
to properly update his/her belief with Bayes’ law (hence the
condition “whenever possible” in Def. 1). At this stage, the
defender just specifies an arbitrary λ ∈ [0, 1].

b. Best response for the defender given updated beliefs:
We first look at the on-equilibrium information set N . With

µ = p, the expected payoffs of each action for the defender
(P2) are

EH = E[u2(H|(σ3, µ, λ))] = p(bc + e)− (1− p)ch, (4)
ER = E[u2(R|(σ3, µ, λ))] = (1− p)ba − p(ca + e). (5)

The condition for H to be the best response is EH ≥ ER,
which gives p ≥ pth = ba+ch

ba+ch+bc+ca+2e . On the other hand,
R is the best response if p ≤ pth.
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Next, consider the off-equilibrium information set S. Here,
one can see that

λbc > 0 > λ(−ca) + (1− λ)(−ct)

so H is a dominant strategy for the defender should the off-
equilibrium path be reached. Again, the defender’s belief λ
remains arbitrary.

c. Backward best response for the attacker given the de-
fender’s best response

We now have the defender’s two best responses, τ1 when
p ≥ pth, and τ3 when p ≤ pth. We check backward if σ3
remains the attacker’s best response given τ1 or τ3.

For τ1, type-A attacker receives payoff −cc for playing
either N or S so he/she is indifferent between his/her two
actions. However, type-P attacker gets −cp < 0 if he/she
deviates from N to S, which is undesirable to him/her. That
is, σ3 remains the attacker’s best response given best response
τ1 from the defender. Therefore, (σ3, τ1) is verified as a PBE
given an appropriate range of p.

On the other hand, one also can check that with τ3, the
attacker has an incentive to deviate and so τ3 is not part of
a PBE. Moreover, an exhaustive search can be done to verify
that no other strategy profiles than (σ3, τ1) constitute a PBE.
We omit the details.

From Theorem 1, we can see that if the frequency of active
attackers p is larger than a threshold value pth, using honeypots
is optimal for the defender and appearing normal is optimal
for the attacker. In other words, both parties try to deceive
their opponent. In signaling games, this is known as a pooling
PBE where both types send the same signal, in contrast to
a separating PBE where each type sends a different signal.
Clearly, for this deceptive game, having separate strategies for
each type of attacker can be easily recognized and countered
by the defender so no separating strategies are optimal.

For the attacker, this results in getting trapped all the time
by the defender. Smart attackers may realize this and adjust
their attacking intent. As a result, the active type frequency p
decreases below pth where pure-strategy PBE does not exist.
Both players will then mix up their strategies. We next look
at mixed-strategy PBEs.

2) Mixed-strategy PBE:

Theorem 2. The proposed one-shot game has a mixed-strategy
PBE (σ̄, τ̄) with beliefs (µ̄, λ̄) if p ≤ pth = ba+ch

ba+ch+bc+ca+2e ,
where{

σ̄ = (N, (α, 1− α)), τ̄ = ((β, 1− β), H),

µ̄ = p
p+(1−p)α , λ̄ = 0,

(6)

with α =
p(ca + bc + 2e) + (1− p)cp

(1− p)(ch + ba + cp)

β = 1− cp
bs
.

(7)

Note that in (6), the inner tuple (x, 1−x) indicates a mixed
strategy where a player plays the first action with probability x
and the second action with probability 1−x. Thus, in (6), type-
A attacker always plays N , while type-P chooses N and S
with probability α and 1−α, respectively. Upon observing S,

the defender always plays H . Meanwhile, he/she randomizes
between H and R with probability β and 1− β respectively,
upon observing N . The proof is briefly outlined below.

Proof: The facts that type-A attacker plays N and de-
fender plays H upon S can be seen by iterative elimination of
dominated strategies. We omit the details. This leaves us with
randomization at the other two information sets. Let us assume
that type-P attacker plays with (α, 1−α) and defender plays
(β, 1 − β) upon N . For a PBE, the two previous conditions
are again required.

a. Belief consistency:
Again we apply Bayes’ rule. By assuming that the attacker

sticks to his/her equilibrium strategy, the defender may derive
that P(N |A) = 1, P(S|A) = 0, P(N |P) = α and P(S|P) =
1 − α. Hence, from (2) we arrive at µ = µ̄ in (6). Similarly,
λ = λ̄.

b. Optimal responses given beliefs and opponent’s strategy:
In a mixed strategy, a player randomizes his/her action if

his/her expected payoffs from both actions are equal. This is
known as the indifference principle in game theory.

Specifically, for type P of the attacker, we have

E[u1(N |(τ̄ , µ̄, λ̄))] = (β)(0) + (1− β)(−bs) = −bs(1− β)

and
E[u1(S|(τ̄ , µ̄, λ̄))] = −cp.

The indifference principle requires that E[u1(N |(τ̄ , µ̄, λ̄))] =
E[u1(S|(τ̄ , µ̄, λ̄))], which yields

β = 1− cp
bs
. (8)

We note that the cost cp when a probe is trapped by a honeypot
for the attacker is small in comparison to the reward bs of a
successful attack. This means β = 1− cp

bs
is well defined as a

probability measure.
The defender will be indifferent between H and R if

E[u2(H|(σ̄, µ̄, λ̄))] = E[u2(R|(σ̄, µ̄, λ̄))]. Here, given the
strategy σ̄ of the attacker, we have

E[u2(H|(σ̄, µ̄, λ̄))]

= p[(1)(bc + e) + (0)bc] + (1− p)[α(−ch) + (1− α)(0)]

= p(bc + e)− αch(1− p)

and

E[u2(R|(σ̄, µ̄, λ̄))]

= p[(1)(−ca−e)+(0)(−ca)] + (1−p)[αba+(1−α)(−ct)]
= (1− p)(ba + ct)α− (ca + e)p− (1− p)ct.

From the above, one can get

α =
p(ca + bc + 2e) + (1− p)cp

(1− p)(ch + ba + cp)

as in (7).
We note that this mixed strategy PBE is called semi-

separating, with only one type for each player randomizing. It
is seen that against attackers with sufficiently low attack intent,
the defender no longer benefits from using honeypots all the
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time for the “normal” traffic. As such, there is the potential
of having regular systems targeted by attackers.

V. REPEATED ATTACK AND DEFENSE GAME

A. Game Model and Equilibria Analysis

The one-shot attack and defense game captures one en-
counter between the defender and an unknown attacker. In the
long run, the defender faces a large number of such encounters
independently. The situation can be modeled as infinitely many
repetitions of the one-shot game over time, i.e., a repeated
version of the attack and defense game. In game theory, this
belongs to the class of games known as “multi-stage games
with observed actions and incomplete information” [12].

Accordingly, the game’s payoffs are assumed to be un-
changed and undiscounted over each repetition. In addition,
players must adopt strategies derived based on game history,
i.e., the sequence of previous actions leading to the current
stage. Here, the assumption of having knowledge of history
is reasonable as the attacker and defender continually observe
previous actions and adjust their strategies accordingly. For-
mally, we can let t denote the index of repetitions or stages,
and ati the action taken by player i at stage t. Note that this
refers to the action (e.g., N or S for P1–attacker, or H or R
for P2–defender). Then, the game’s history at the beginning of
stage t is encompassed in ht = (a0, a1, . . . , at−1), where each
aj = (aj1, a

j
2) is the joint observed actions of both players at

stage j.
In each stage, the interaction between players follows the

one-shot game in Fig. 2. One sees that the actual PBE outcome
of the game depends heavily on the a priori distribution over
attacker’s types, where p is assumed known beforehand. This
is not often the case for unknown attackers. Thus, it is not
possible to perfectly estimate the player’s beliefs. Instead,
players start the game with prior beliefs at the beginning, then
repeatedly update them after each repetition based on history.

Furthermore, in multi-stage games with observed actions
and incomplete information [12], special restrictions are placed
on the beliefs. Among those conditions, one requirement is
that all types of a player i are to have common beliefs about
the type distribution of player j 6= i. Since the game has only
two players and only the defender needs to maintain his/her
belief at any point in time, we effectively define his/her belief
at stage t as

µt = P(A|ht). (9)

More details on how µt can be rigorously defined is provided
in Appendix A.

Consistency requires that Bayes’ rule is observed. At the
beginning (i.e., t = 0), the player starts with his/her own
prior belief µ0. Then, upon observing new actions at, we can
estimate posterior belief µt+1 via Bayesian updates as

µt+1 =
µtP(at1|A, ht)

µtP(at1|A, ht) + (1− µt)P(at1|P, ht)
(10)

where at1 refers to the attacker (P1)’s action in stage t.
In the long run, it is more reasonable to focus on the mixed

strategy equilibrium as the attacker is unlikely to stick to
the undesirable pure-strategy equilibrium (that is, defender is

likely to estimate that the attacker’s intent is sufficiently low
in the long run).

We also use the superscript t on the parameters α and β
in (7), i.e., αt and βt at stage t. Consequently, in (10), the
conditional probabilities are estimated by{

P(at1 = N |A, ht) = 1, P(at1 = S|A, ht) = 0,

P(at1 = N |P, ht) = αt, P(at1 = S|P, ht) = 1− αt,
(11)

when a player believes that his/her opponent is playing ac-
cording to the (one-shot) mixed-strategy equilibrium.

Next, we re-evaluate the best responses of the players and
apply the indifference principle to compute αt and βt, given
the current beliefs µt. Derivation follows the same steps as
in the proof of Theorem 2. It can be shown that the values
of αt and βt corresponding to players’ best responses, given
the history and current beliefs as well as their opponents’
strategies, are obtained as

αt =
µt(ca + bc + 2e) + (1− µt)ct

(1− µt)(ch + ba + ct)
, (12)

βt = 1− cp
bs
. (13)

We remark here that in the expression of αt, the belief µt

has replaced the a priori type distribution probability p as
p is now unknown. The attacker’s strategy αt also depends
on the defender’s belief µt which is at first counter-intuitive.
However, this is in fact consistent with condition 4 of the
belief specifications (see Appendix A), wherein an attacker
shares with the defender the same beliefs about the distribution
of his/her own unknown types. The assumption that attackers
also do not know p is reasonable, if attackers act independently
without information of others. Players start the game with
a common prior estimation µ0. Subsequently, the attacker’s
estimations of µt also follow Bayes’ rule and become identical
to the defender’s estimations.

In summary, assuming unknown p but p ≤ pth, we have
worked out the optimal strategies for the defender and attacker
to be played throughout the repeated game. In each repetition
players follow a mixed-strategy profile similar to that of
Theorem 2; and the various variables are dynamically updated
each time following eq. (10)-(13). Finally, we claim that this
results in a PBE in the multi-stage context.

Theorem 3. The beliefs described in (10)-(11) and strategies
in (12) yield a PBE for the repeated attack and defense game.

Proof: To show that they are indeed part of a PBE, one
has to verify that they satisfy two important criteria. The first
one is sequential rationality. We see that this is satisfied as
previously, strategy derivations are based on best responses of
players at any time.

The second criterion is restrictions on beliefs to maintain
consistency across players, types, history, etc., according to
specifications by [12]. Appendix A provides an explanation
of these specifications and how the beliefs are consistent with
them.
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B. Convergence of Beliefs

In this section, convergence of beliefs via the Bayesian
update scheme in the repeated game is theoretically addressed.

Proposition 1. In the long run, the beliefs in the PBE of the
repeated attack and defense game converge such that

lim
t→∞

µt = pth (14)

for prior guess µ0 6= 0.

Proof: For µt, closer investigation of eq. (10)-(13) reveals
a fixed-point iteration. In fact, by substituting (11) in (10), one
first obtains

µt+1 =
µt

µt + (1− µt)αt
.

One then substitutes αt from (12) to µt+1 and simplifies in
order to get

µt+1 =
µt(ch + ba + ct)

ct + µt(ch + ba + ca + bc + 2e)
. (15)

This is a fixed-point iteration in the form of xt+1 = f(xt).
Here f(x) is a rational function of the form Ax

B+Cx where
A = ch + ba + ct, B = ct and C = ch + ba + ca + bc + 2e
are positive constants.

By solving the equation x = f(x) = Ax
B+Cx for x ∈ [0, 1],

two fixed points are obtained:{
x1 = 0

x2 = A−B
C = ch+ba

ch+ba+ca+bc+2e = pth.
(16)

Convergence of the iteration to either one of these two fixed
points depends on whether a fixed point xj is attractive (i.e.,
|f ′(xj)| < 1) or repulsive (i.e., |f ′(xj)| > 1) [26]. Here,

f ′(x) =
AB

(B + Cx)2
. (17)

For x1 = 0, we have

f ′(0) =
A

B
= 1 +

ch + ba
ct

> 1,

so x1 is repulsive. Meanwhile,

f ′(x2) =
B

A
=

1

f ′(0)
< 1,

which means x2 = pth is an attractive fixed point.

Thus, convergence to 0 only occurs if µ0 = 0, which is
unreasonable as the defender does not believe there is no attack
at all. For any other value of initial belief, convergence is
towards pth.

It is an interesting result that due to unknown p, Bayesian
update results in convergence of belief towards the threshold
frequency. Nevertheless, at pth, the condition for the mixed
strategy PBE is marginally satisfied so this PBE is sustainable.
This can be interpreted as in the long run, the attack intent of
attackers are kept at the highest level possible while keeping
the defender from optimally playing its pure-strategy PBE.

VI. REPEATED ATTACK AND DEFENSE GAME UNDER
OBSERVATION ERRORS

A. False Positives and False Negatives

In Sect. V, we have assumed that the defender can cor-
rectly observe the actions of incoming attackers over the time
horizon, which is why the conditional probabilities used to
calculate µt+1 in (10) can be perfectly estimated following
(11). For practical systems, this assumption may not always
hold, as there are sometimes false positives (i.e., false alarm –
the intrusion detection module incorrectly identifies a normal
activity as suspicious) and false negatives (i.e., misdetection
– a suspicious activity fails to be identified). Hence, this
section solves the repeated game while taking into account
probabilities of false positives and false negatives. We subse-
quently define εf and εm as the probabilities of false alarm
and misdetection, respectively. In the presence of observation
errors, the conditional probability measures are no longer
perfect and should be updated. For example,

P(at1 = N |A, ht) = P(Type A plays N)× P(true negative)

+ P(Type A does not play N)× P(false negative)

= 1× (1− εf ) + 0× εm = 1− εf . (18a)

In the same manner, one can also obtain

P(at1 = S|A, ht) = εf , (18b)
P(at1 = N |P, ht) = αt(1− εf ) + (1− αt)εm, (18c)
P(at1 = S|P, ht) = αtεf + (1− αt)(1− εm). (18d)

B. PBE and Convergence Analysis

Similar to the previous section, a PBE for the repeated game
under observation errors can also be derived.

Theorem 4. There exist beliefs and strategies for the attacker
and defender that yield a PBE for the repeated attack and
defense game with observation errors.

Proof: In the new game, belief updating according to
Bayes’ law in (10) becomes

µt+1 =
µt(1−εf )

µt(1−εf )+(1−µt) [αt(1−εf )+(1−αt)εm]
. (19)

As such, one can compute the best response of the players.
For the attacker, we still have βt = 1− cp

bs
. For the defender,

with εf and εm, the defender’s expected payoff for playing H
becomes

E[u2(H|(., ., .), ht)] = µt[(1− εf )(bc + e) + εfbc]

+ (1− µt)[αt(1− εf ) + (1− αt)εm](−ch).

Similarly, E[u2(R|(., ., .), ht)] can be obtained (details omit-
ted). Using the indifference principle, one arrives at

αt =
µt(ca + bc + 2e) + (1− µt)[ct − (ch + ba + ct)εm]

(1− µt)(1− εm − εf )(ch + ba + ct)
.

(20)
Compared to (12), we see that the presence of εm and

εf alters the strategy of the players in the PBE. Note also
that when εm = εf = 0, the PBE coincides with that of
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the perfect observation case in Sect. V. Since the criteria of
belief consistency and sequential rationality are not violated,
the strategies and beliefs found indeed form a PBE in the
game.

Proposition 2. Belief updating following the PBE in the
repeated attack and defense game with observation errors will
converge as

lim
t→∞

µt =
(ch+ba)−εf (ba+ch+ct)

(ch+ba+ca+bc+2e)−εf (ba+ch+ct)
, (21)

for prior guess µ0 6= 0, and

εf <
ba + ch

ba + ch + ct
. (22)

Proof: Similar to the proof of Prop. 1, we examine a fixed
point iteration xt+1 = f̃(xt) where f̃ is the function on the
right-hand side of (19) taking µt as the independent variable.
Thus, we can also find two fixed points x1 = 0 and x2 as in
the right-hand side of (21).

To check whether the iteration converges to x2, we see that

f̃ ′(x2) =
ct

(1− εf )(ba + ch + ct)
. (23)

Therefore, |f̃ ′(x2)| < 1 if and only if εf < ba+ch
ba+ch+ct

.
From Proposition 2, we can see that with a sufficiently small

rate of false alarm like in (22), the Bayesian update will be
able to converge.

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present our numerical results in order to
verify our analysis of the proposed model. We use MATLAB
as our simulation environment. As multiple rounds of the
repeated game are played, the outcome of each one-shot is
observed and recorded. Using these data, we calculate the
statistics such as the occurrences of each strategy profile,
the convergence of beliefs via Bayesian updates, etc. In our
studies, the payoff parameters are as follows. For the attacker,
we set bs = 10, bp = 2, cc = 8 and cp = 1. For the
defender, we set ba = 4, bc = 10, ca = 12, ch = 2 and
ct = 1; and additionally e = 1. These one-shot parameters
are used for each repetition of the game. In the simulation, as
the exact distribution of attacker’s types (p, 1− p) is assumed
unknown, we allow players to start with arbitrary initial belief
µ0 which will be updated via Bayesian updates throughout
every repetition of the game. Although the parameters are
generically given, we believe that the presented numerical
examples are still useful in illustrating the model’s behaviors.
They can also be easily remodeled for more specific scenarios.

We first verify the convergence of beliefs for the proposed
game. In the following example, we present the simulation
results for the case where the false alarm and misdetection
probabilities are 0, for convenience. In this case, convergence
is dictated by Proposition 1. Fig. 3 displays the belief µt

across all repetitions or rounds of the game, under different
values of µ0 = 0.01, 0.5 and 0.99. It is evident that regardless
of initial choices, µt converges to the same values which is
pth = ba+ch

ba+ch+bc+ca+2e = 0.2, the attracting fixed point of
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Fig. 3. Belief convergence under different initial values µ0 for the repeated
game.
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Fig. 4. Belief updating in the presence of errors.

the iteration. Extensive simulation confirms that for any µ0

in (0, 1), convergence to this fixed point is always observed.
Clearly, any initial belief other than 0 or 1 is reasonable, as
the defender should not believe that only one type of attackers
is present.

Although the previous example is for the case of perfect
observation, this convergence result should apply without
loss of generality when observation errors are present, given
appropriate values of εf as specified in Proposition 2. In
fact, Fig. 4 displays the convergence of belief µt for a few
values of εf , assuming µ0 = 0.1. Note that the condition for
convergence requires εf < ba+ch

ba+ch+ct
= 6

7 . For the defender’s
intrusion detection system, false alarm probability should not
be kept high, so this assumption is feasible. In addition, the
converged value of µt declines as εf increases. This is due
to the subtraction of the term εf (ba + ch + ct) in both the
numerator and denominator in (21). We do not plot µt for
different εm because the converged value of µt in (21) is not
affected by εm.

Next, in Fig. 5, we show the outcomes of the repeated
game over the horizon given the game parameters above, and
also εf = εm = 0.05. The payoff values obtained by both
the attacker and the defender are plotted against the game
round indices. As the game is played out, players follow the
mixed strategy PBE. Therefore, as Fig. 5 suggests, the eventual
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outcome of the game can be either of the following cases: (a)
defender uses honeypots when attacker is active and appears
to be normal, e.g., 9th round and the likes; (b) defender does
not use honeypots when attacker is active and appears normal,
e.g., 13th round; (c) defender uses honeypots when attacker is
passive and completely normal, e.g., 1st round and the likes;
(d) defender allows a passive normal user, e.g., 4th round and
the likes; and (e) defender uses honeypots to trap a suspicious
probe from the attacker, e.g., 2nd round. The game is shown
to favor the defender in critical scenarios in the long run,
that is, when dealing with an actual attack. Most often, the
defender is able to prevent actual attacks, but very occasionally
the attacker’s disguised attack can deceive the defender (i.e.,
in case (b)). In fact, upon observing a suspicious activity,
defender plays optimally by deploying honeypots. Upon seeing
a normal activity, he/she believes that at most pth × 100% of
the time, this will come from a malicious attacker. His/her
PBE strategy dictates that βt = 1 − cp

bs
= 0.9, as calculated

by our theoretical studies. Thus, the chance that the attack is
successful given a normal activity is at most pth(1−βt) = 2%
of the time, which is relatively small. However, there is one
downside. As the frequency of active attackers remains low,
often the game ends up in outcome (c) where the defender
incurs some small cost in unnecessarily deploying honeypots.

The impacts of observation errors on players’ payoffs in
the long run are studied next. In Fig. 6, simulation results
are obtained over 1000 rounds of the repeated game for
various combinations of εf and εm. As the error probabilities
increase, we notice that the defender’s payoff decreases and
the attacker’s improves. This is because the presence of εf
and εm in (20) deviates the defender’s strategy αt from its
theoretical optimal level. Thus, the larger εf and εm grow, the
greater the deviation, and thus the higher loss in the defender’s
payoff. On the contrary, the attacker’s payoff improves as the
defender’s payoff deteriorates.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we developed a game theoretic model to
analyze the problem of deceptive attack and defense in a
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Fig. 6. Attacker and defender’s average payoffs. In (a) & (b), εm = 0.05
and εf varies. In (c) & (d), εf = 0.05 and εm varies.

honeypot-enabled network in the envisioned IoT. A Bayesian
signaling game of incomplete information was formulated.
We identified its PBE solutions, first in the one-shot version
and then in the repeated scenario. Bayesian belief update
scheme was used in our repeated game; and beliefs were
shown to converge in the long run. The game was further
extended to account for the presence of false positives and
false negatives in the defender’s intrusion detection system.
Our presented game model and simulation results showed that
when facing a high concentration of active attackers, it is
in the defender’s best interest to heavily deploy honeypots.
Meanwhile, with a sufficiently small probability of active
attackers, the defender can mix up his/her strategy while
keeping the attacker’s success rate low. Although our game
parameters are generically given, we believe that our model is
valid for security studies and can be flexibly adapted to various
emerging networks in the IoT realm. Specifically, it could be
adapted as a complementary security component in new IoT
networks such as smart devices (phones, watches, glasses, etc.)
[27], medical and healthcare system [28], smart buildings [29],
IoT-based sensor networks [30], IoT-based vehicular networks
[31], and so on.

APPENDIX A
CONDITIONS ON BELIEFS IN MULTI-STAGE GAME WITH
OBSERVED ACTIONS AND INCOMPLETE INFORMATION

In this section, we explain in details the conditions on beliefs
mentioned in Sect. V-A. In the following, we let µi(θ−i|θi, ht)
denote player i’s belief, i.e., the conditional probability that
his/her opponents are of (joint) types θ−i given his/her own
type θi and the history ht = (a0, a1, . . . , at−1). Furthermore,
let ati represent the action of player i in stage t.

According to Ch. 8.2.3 of [12], the following conditions
need to be imposed on player i’s beliefs in such games:

1) To player i, his/her beliefs regarding any players j and
k are independent. Moreover, all types of player i have
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the same beliefs. As such, ∀i, t, ht, θ−i, θ̂i 6= θi:

µi(θ−i|θi, ht) = µi(θ−i|θ̂i, ht) =
∏
j 6=i

µi(θj |ht). (24)

2) Bayes’ rule is applied in order to update beliefs from
µi(θj |ht) to µi(θj |ht+1).

3) For all ht, i, j, θj , at and ât,

If at = ât, µi(θj |(ht, at)) = µi(θj |(ht, ât)). (25)

4) Players i and j have the same beliefs regarding player
k’s type. That is, ∀i 6= j 6= k, ht, θk:

µi(θk|ht) = µj(θj |ht) = µ(θj |ht). (26)

Regarding condition 1, in the proposed game, we are
interested in the defender (i = 2)’s beliefs in the presence
of one opponent. That is, in (24), µi(θ−i|θi, ht) is µ2(A|ht).
We can denote this quantity µt in short, as in (9).

As a result, belief updating based on Bayes’ rule from µt to
µt+1 = P(A|(ht, at1 = N)), specified in condition 2, amounts
to eq. (10) in Sect. V-A.

Condition 3 is true due to our definition of µt, which is
uniquely obtained from at1, for a given ht. At the same time,
condition 4 is also satisfied as there are only 2 players in the
game.
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